
skin color or ethnicity sexual orientation gender identity have or have not

matches or does not match

been or not been been or never been

is or is not

I am a                         ,                           ,                           . I                    experienced 

discrimination because of my skin color, sexual orientation or gender identity. 

My gender identity                                   the sex that I was assigned at birth.  

 

I have                           shamed for my religious beliefs. I have                        violently 

threatened or attacked for my religious beliefs. There            a place of worship for my 

religion in my town. 

I               a documented citizen and                           all the perks that come with it. 

I                       been called a terrorist. I                      felt nervous in an airport security line.

I                     felt unsafe because of my gender. I                    been assaulted. I                  

been raped. I                     been shamed for my body type. 

I                  raised by my biological parents, who were                          . My parents or legal 

guardians                       immigrants.  My parents, or legal guardians, worked 

as                                                 . As a child I grew up in a                          neighborhood. 

I                     secure in my home and                      access to food whenever I wanted it. 

receive or do not receive

have or have never have or have never

have or have not have or have not have or have not

have or have not

was or was not divorced, married or not married

name of their profession or how they identified work lower, middle or upper class

felt or did not feel had or did not have

am or am not
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I                        on annual vacations with my family. I                          a car when I got my 

license. I                          college grants and loans to go to college. My parents 

                                all or part of my college tuition. I                  have to drop out of school 

to support my family.

I               on the autism spectrum. I               disabled. The                  school I went to was 

in a very                          part of town and                   designed to serve a child like me. The 

school                  free and open to people of all genders and socioeconomic classes.

I have                                 with addiction. Addiction                         in my family. I 

 been depressed. I                      considered suicide. I                      taken mental health 

medication.

went or did not go received or do not receive

received or did not receive

paid for or did not pay for did or did not

am or am not public or privateam or am not

adjective describing town was or wasn’t

was or was not

struggled or not struggled runs or doesn’t run

have or have never have or have never

have or have never
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